Please be aware the rulebook is not finalized
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NOTES FOR TABLETOPIA
• For ease of play, we used disk-shaped pieces instead of the regular game pieces in
Tabletopia version. For changing the Active/Inactive
of the piece, press F while the
(status
 .$")
cursor is pointing the piece or press ($-'(/$ă'$the right-click button and
select Flip.
5*0-.
-/2*-&.4

• Setup of the game for Quick Match is mainly
completed for players.
*#((*0$)For Full Game mode,
players will need to perform the following:
.$")one.
- Deal 2 Teams and 2 Captain boards to each-+#$
player to choose
($-$
) on your chosen Team board
- Pick 4 Team and Coach cards with matching logos
marked
and add them to your draw deck.
- Pick 3 Captain cards with matching numbers marked on your chosen Captain board and
add them to your draw deck. $"/#)&./*''/# + *+' 2#*# '+ 0.
2$/#+'4/ ./$)")+- +-$)"/# "( Ă
- Shuffle your draw deck (must have 12 cards now) and draw four cards.
 -4'1 ./ -ă#-$.& ă0./1*-4ă)- . .ă
($-- .#$-$ă##*"#-$ă*04./+*0-ă*#. )
*0--(
5)$ă,'
).#-!$ă
• When both players need to
roll the dice,
you can*5#-ă-$'#$ă*#.
use a more straightforward
way to
!.#$)#$-*1)$ă'$ $ă $)**.#($)$ă "#
perform the Use Morale step-1$.#$ă())$ă.
for the action: Count to 3 and
then announce the
number of
- ($$ă($-#*.
$)-5$

Morale tokens you want simultaneously.

• When both players need to select a target (on
Pass 
the Ball or Shot on Goal action), you

need to take all of the Strike tokens in your hand,
flip the .one
''-$"#/.-1 you
Ă want, and then put it face
down on the table and reveal simultaneously.
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Powerful floodlights, crowd deafening noises, tired legs, sweaty faces, the worried look of
the coach, and the spinning ball flying towards the captain. The entire crowd is staring at the
captain’s feet, but us at his heart...
As the coach of your team, you need to handle your tactical choices and match them with the
arrangement of your mates on the field, raise your team’s morale and make the best out of
the individual skills of your stars and prove that you have what it takes to build a super team!
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Super Team is a highly-tactical, card-driven board game about Football, featuring a dynamic
game flow, an innovative card system, and thematic gameplay to create dramatic moments
of an exciting football match. Like an actual match, each game is divided into two halves
where players compete to score goals and win. Each player controls a team and a captain
with unique cards and abilities presenting advanced tactical moves along with individual
skills to create exciting moments of a real match.
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Players play cards from their hands during their turn, performing tactics by rolling dice to
gain extra movements and actions as bonuses and increase their team’s morale, which is
somehow the game’s resource. Performing tactics successfully is not as easy as it sounds, and
you may need to spend your morale tokens (stars) to enhance your dice rolls on critical
events such as a perfect pass-through, saving a chip shot, or simply an extra movement!
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The game does not stop under any circumstances: neither dead balls, nor the corner kicks,
nor even the referee's whistle! There are only endless football excitements like attacks,
counter-attacks, stunning team tactics, and individual moves for 90 minutes!

COMPCOONMENPTOSNENTS

1 Double Sided Side Board
1 Double Sided Side Board

2 Captain Pieces 2 Captain Pieces 10 Team Pieces
10 Team Pieces
(1 for each team) (1 for each
(4 colored
team)+ 1 Goalie(4forcolored
each team)
+ 1 Goalie for each t
1 Game Board

21

1 Game Board 20 Morale Tokens 20 Morale1 Ball
Tokens
Token

1 Ball Token

2 12 1

21

6 Score Tiles
6 Score Tiles 6 Strike Tiles
6 Strike Tiles
(3 for each Team) (3 for each Team)(3 for each Team) (3 for each Team)

6 Double Sided
Team Boards

6 Double Sided 3 Double Sided
3 Double Sided6 Double Sided
Team Boards Solo AutoTeam Boards
Solo AutoTeam Boards
Captain Boards
80 Cards

6 Double Sided
6 Dice
12 6Coach
Dice Markers 112Time
Coach
Track
Markers
Token 1 Time Track
Captain Boards
(2 Green + 4 White) (2 Green + 4 White)

80 Cards
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10 Basic Cards

1

1

18
10 Team
Basic Cards

1818Captain
Team Cards
Cards

186 Captain
Coach Cards
Cards

166 Fatigue
Coach Cards
Cards

16 Fatigue
12 SoloCards
AutoTeam Cards
12 Solo AutoTeam
1 Rulebook
Cards
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PlayePrl’sayHearn’sdHand

player starts
Each
theplayer
game starts
with athe
hand
game
of 12
with
cards,
a hand of 12 cards,
ts of: consists of:

Basic cards marked
5 Basicwith
cards
letters
marked
A-E with letters A-E

Captain cards with
3 Captain
matching
cardsnumber
with matching
markednumber
on
marked on
ayer’s Captainplayer’s
board Captain board

Team cards with
3 Team
matching
cardslogo
withmarked
matching
on logo
player’s
marked on player’s
eam board Team board

Coach card with
1 Coach
matching
cardlogo
withmarked
matching
on logo
player’s
marked on player’s
eam board Team board

6

6

Captain Cards

Captain Cards

A-E

A-E

Basic Cards

Basic Cards

Team & Coach Cards
Team & Coach Cards

2

2

SETUPSETUP

Suggestion Suggestion

For your very first
Forgames,
your very
use first
the basic
games,
sideuseofthe
thebasic
Teamside
andof the Team
Captain board (with
Captain
no board
ability)(with
and also
no ability)
use theand
Quick
alsoPlay
use the Quick P
side of the Side Board
side ofwith
the Side
a Board
on it (more
with aon Variations).
on it (more on Variation

1

Place the Game Board
Place the
in the
Game
center
Board
of the
in the
table
center
withofthe
theSide
table with the Side
Board beside. Board beside.

2

Place all the Fatigue
Place allcads
the and
Fatigue
Morale
cadsTokens
and Morale
on theTokens on the
designated space
designated
on Side Board.
space And
on Side
placeBoard.
the Time
And place
Track the Time Track
Token on the 00’Token
spaceon
of the
the 00’
timespace
track.of the time track.

3

Give each player:Give each player:

1

beforbeefkoicrkeokficf koff

2
3

a
b
c
d
e
f

Players must distribute
Players must
their 6distribute
Coach Markers
their 6on
Coach
the designated
Markers on the desig
spaces
spacesBoard
of their
in any
Teamorder
Board
they
in want.
any order
During
theythe
want. Durin
5 player pieces 5with
player
thepieces
color of
with
their
thechoice
color of
andtheir
a choice
and ofa their Team
game,
when executing
game, when
an action,
executing
you roll
an aaction,
greenyou
die roll
plusaextra
green die plus
Goalie to place Goalie
on anyto place
spaces
on on
anytheir spaces
half of on
thetheir half
of the
white dice equalwhite
to thedice
number
equaloftomarkers
the number
on the
of related
markersaction.
on the related a
board (With Goalie
board
stands
(Withinside
Goalie
thestands
smallinside
rectangle).
the small rectangle).

a

Note:each
BetweenNote:
two halves
Betweenof two
the halves
game, each
of theplayer
game,may
each player
2 Team and 2 Captain
2 Team boards
and 2 Captain
to choose
boards
1 from
to each
choose 1 from
rearrange all their
rearrange
Coach all
Markers,
their Coach
exceptMarkers,
for the GK
except
attribute
for the GK att
and back the restand
to back
the box.
the rest to the box.
(more on Half Time).
(more on Half Time).
12 cards as explained
12 cards
on as
Player’s
explained
Handonp2Player’s Hand p2

b

c
example example
3 Strike and 3 Score
tilesand
of the
3 Score
matching
tiles ofcolor
the matching color
If you have 2 Coach Markers
If you have
on 2the
Coach
Dribble
Markers
stat, you
on the
mayDribble
roll 2 white
stat, you
dicemay
in roll 2 white di
d 3 Strike
addition to the mainaddition
green die
to the
when
main
yougreen
perform
die the
when
dribble
you perform
action. So
theifdribble action.
1 green and 2 white
diceand 2 white dice
you want to play offensive,
you wantputto more
play offensive,
markers onputDribble
more markers
and Shoot,
on and
Dribble
if and Shoot, a
e 1 green
you want to defend,you
putwant
moretoondefend,
GK andput
Tackle
more
andonetc.
GK and Tackle and etc.
6 Coach Markers6 Coach Markers
f
dice, determine
By rolling dice,
the start
determine
player the
whostart
has player
to placewho has to place
4 Byonerolling
4
of his/her pieces
one ofand
his/her
the ball
pieces
in the
andcenter
the ball
of the
in the
board.
center of the board.
5
3

Both players shuffle
Both all
players
the cards
shuffle
from
all their
the cards
drawfrom
decktheir
and draw deck and
draw 4 cards from
draw
top4ofcards
the deck.
from top of the deck.

5
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2
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1
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HOW to play

half time

The game plays in turns. On your turn you must perform the
following steps in order:

The first half, ends at the end of a round when the Time Track
Token reaches the space 45’. The preparation for the 2nd half is as
follows:

1

RESTORE; Activate all of your inactive pieces (if any) by
standing them up.

2

PLAY; Play up to 3 cards from your hand. For doing so, just
place each card face up in your discard pile and then
execute the instruction.
Note: You MUST play at least one card!

3

DRAW; Draw back up to 4 cards from your draw deck.

Then your turn is over and it’s the opponent’s turn.

important note
If your draw deck emptied, simply shuffle all of your discard pile to make a
new draw deck, and then continue to draw and also move the Time Track
Token one space forward!

1

REST; Each player may remove 2 Fatigue cards (if any) from
their cards back to the Fatigue deck.

2

PLAN; Each player may rearrange all the Coach Markers on
their Team Board (except for the GK).

3

ARRANGE; Reset the setup of the pitch as the way
described for start of the match (3a).

4

PREPARE; Each palyer shuffles all their cards (including
discard pile, draw deck, cards in hand and remaining
Fatigue cards) together and draws 4 cards.

5

KICK-OFF; Change the start player to place one of his/her
pieces and the ball in the center of the pitch and the Time
Track marker on the 45’ space of the 2nd half.

FULL time
The game ends at the end of a round when the Time Track Token
reaches the space 90’ and the winner or draw is determined by
the goals scored.
5

1. Restore

2. play

When a piece is standing on the board it considers to be Active.
During the game, whenever you move one of your Active pieces
you have to lie it down immediately on the board; the piece is
now Inactive. Inactive pieces have some restrictions on
Movement which is covered in Movement section on p7.

During the game, all actions (including move, pass, shoot,
dribble, and tackle) are performed by playing cards.

All you need to know for now is that at the start of your each turn,
you may restore all your inactive pieces (from previous turn) and
stand them up to be active again.

INACTIVE

ACTIVE

When playing a card, you must place it in your discard pile and
either play the card and perform the instruction, or discard the
card and choose one of the options depicted on the down left
corner which are making ONE MOVEMENT
or performing
ONE ACTION .
Let’s take a closer look on how the movement and actions work.

All the cards in your hand can be
discarded for one movement or
one action.

Note
Being inactive is only affect the movement of a piece. Pieces
may perform any actions, whether active or inactive.

6

MOVEMENT
MOVEMENT
By choosing
your Goalie):

example

example

Orange player discards
Orange
a card
player
for discards
one movement
a card for andone
moves
movement
his activeand moves his a
piece with the ball 1piece
space,with
andthe
hasball
to end
1 space,
its movement
and has tobecause
end its movement
the piece because the p
enters a space adjacent
enterstoaanspace
opponent.
adjacent
At totheanend
opponent.
of the movement
At the endheof the movemen
By, you
choosing
may move,one
youofmay
yourmove
pieces
one(including
of your pieces (including
makes
the
piece
inactive
makes
(lie
the
down).
piece
He
inactive
can
play
(lie
another
down).
He
card
can
and
play
move
another
the card and mov
your Goalie):
piece again, but since
piece
the again,
piece isbut
inactive
since the
it will
piece
costishim
inactive
1 Morale
it willtoken.
cost him 1 Morale toke

ACTIVE: If the piece
ACTIVE:
is Active
If the(standing
piece is Active
up), you
(standing
may move
up), you may move
it 1 or 2 spaces init any
1 or direction
2 spaces in
andanythen
direction
you must
and make
then you
it must make it
inactive (lie it down).
inactive (lie it down).
Inactive: If the Inactive:
piece is inactive
If the piece
(lied down),
is inactive
you(lied
mustdown),
pay you must pay
1 Morale token to
1 Morale
the bank
token
andtomove
the bank
it onlyand
1 space.
move it only 1 space.

te portant note
important noim
The piece that The
carries
piecethethat
ballcarries
must end
the ball
his movement
must end his movement
immediately when
immediately
entering when
or going
entering
out oforangoing
adjacent
out of an adjacent
space to an opponent’s
space topiece!
an opponent’s piece!
• There can’t be •more
each
Therethan
can’tone
bepawn
more in
than
onespace.
pawn in each space.
• The ball carrier• carries
ball with
himthewhen
The ballthecarrier
carries
ball moving.
with him when moving.

Blue player discardsBlue
a card
player
for one
discards
movement
a cardand
for one
moves
movement
her activeand
piece
moves
2 her active pie
spaces, and then makes
spaces,
theand
piece
then
inactive
makes(lie
thedown).
piece inactive
She discards
(lie down).
anotherShe discards ano
card for another movement
card for another
and moves
movement
the inactive
and piece
moves1 the
more
inactive
space piece
by 1 more spac
paying 1 Morale token
paying.1Though,
Morale ittoken
wasn’t an
. Though,
efficientit move
wasn’tsince
an efficient
costs move since
her 2 cards and 1 Morale
her 2 token.
cards and 1 Morale token.

• A player can move
an inactive
pieceanseveral
payingtimes (by paying
• A player
can move
inactivetimes
piece(by
several
extra Morale each
time)
during
onetime)
turn.during one turn.
extra
Morale
each
• All inactive pieces
a player
are standing
upare
at the
start ofupaat the start of a
• All of
inactive
pieces
of a player
standing
player’s next turn.
player’s next turn.
• The piece who •enters
an empty
space an
where
thespace
ball is,where
becomes
The piece
who enters
empty
the ball is, becomes
the ball carrier. the ball carrier.
• Except the Goalie,
pieceno(either
or teammate or
• Exceptnotheother
Goalie,
other teammate
piece (either
opponent) is allowed
to enter
the small
opponent)
is allowed
to rectangle.
enter the small rectangle.
• The Goalie can•only
and isone
always
The move
Goalieone
canspace
only move
spaceActive.
and is always Active.
7
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ACTIONS ACTIONS

Power RequirePodwer Required

There are two actions
There
in the
aregame
two actions
that require
in theangame
specific
thatamount
requireofanpower
specific amount of power
to be a success: Shottoon
begoal
a success:
and pass
Shottheonball.
goalYou
andwill
passlearn
the about
ball. You
these
will learn about these
actions soon, but before
actions
thatsoon,
let’sbut
seebefore
how the
that
power
let’s isseespecified:
how the power is specified:
oosing By, choosing
you may perform
, youONE
mayaction
perform
by one
ONEofaction
your by one of
your the power
To determine
To determine
required the
for these
poweractions,
required
simply
for these
countactions,
the spaces
simply count the spaces
s (includingpieces
your (including
Goalie). Possible
your Goalie).
actionsPossible
for the attacker
actions for the attacker
between the start and
between
the destination
the start and
space
theofdestination
the ball andspace
divide
of the
it byball
2 and divide it by 2
(rounding up).
to skip
Justtheremember
current space
to skip
of the current
ball andspace
countof the ball and count
player who(the
possess
player
thewho
ball)possess
are passthetheball)
ball,areshot
passonthe
goal,
ball, shot on(rounding
goal, up). Just remember
the (the
other spaces in the
theSHORTEST
other spaces
possible
in the way
SHORTEST
to the possible
destination
wayspace.
to the destination space.
ribble theand
opponent.
dribble Possibe
the opponent.
action for
Possibe
the defender
action for(the
the defender

r who doesn’t
possess
the ball)possess
is only the
tackle
theisopponent.
player
who doesn’t
ball)
only tackle the opponent.
Example: The power Example:
needed forThe
thispower
pass isneeded
3 (5 divided
for thisbypass
2 and
is 3rounded
(5 divided
up).
by 2 and rounded up).
utcome of The
all actions
areofdetermined
by rolling
dice, which
outcome
all actions are
determined
by rolling dice, which
or may notmay
be or
successful.
may not When
be successful.
rolling the
When
dice,rolling
playersthe dice, players
roll 1 greenmust
die with
to 2 die
white
dice,
to thedice,
number
roll 1upgreen
with
up equal
to 2 white
equal to the number
ach markers
thatmarkers
action onin their
Note
thatboard. Note that
of in
Coach
that team
actionboard.
on their
team
white dice the
havewhite
a fumble
side a fumble
that subtracts
the
dice have
side from
that subtracts
from the
r's total dice
result.total dice result.
player's

ample

example

e has 2 Coach markers
Blue has
on2the
Coach
shoot
markers
stat, soonhethe
must
shoot
rollstat,
2 white
so hedice
must
in roll 2 white dice in
ition to his greenaddition
die. He to
rolls
histhe
green
dicedie.
andHe
therolls
result
theisdice
5 -1=
and4.the result is 5 -1= 4.

Blocking

Blocking

In addition to the distance,
In addition
any to
opponent’s
the distance,
pieceany
in opponent’s
the directionpiece
of the
in ball
the direction of the ball
will add 1 to the power
will add
required
1 to the
for the
power
action.
required
To determine
for the action.
whether
To determine
the
whether the
piece is in the direction,
piecedraw
is in athe
hypothetical
direction, draw
line between
a hypothetical
the center
line between
of the the center of the
start and the destination
start and
space.
the Ifdestination
the line crosses
space. over
If thea line
spacecrosses
with an
over a space with an
opponent piece, that
opponent
piece considers
piece, that
a BLOCK
piece considers
and adds a1 BLOCK
to the and
power
adds 1 to the power
required for that action
required
(Teammates
for that action
do NOT(Teammates
block).
do NOT block).
Example: One of theExample:
opponent’s
Onepiece
of theis in
opponent’s
the direction
pieceofisthe
in the
pass,direction
so the of the pass, so the
power required is now
power
4 (3 required
for the distance
is now 4and
(3 for
1 forthethedistance
blocking).
and 1 for the blocking).

from the Aside
pass action
from the
(in pass
whichaction
only one
(in which
playeronly
rollsone
the player rolls the
both players
dice),
must
both
rollplayers
the dicemust
to determine
roll the dice
thetooutcome
determine
of the outcome of
her actions,alland
other
theactions,
higher value
and the
indicates
higherthe
value
winner
indicates
of thethe winner of the
n . In case ofaction
a tie,.the
In case
attacker
of a tie,
winsthetheattacker
action.wins the action.
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Pass The Ball
Pass The Ball

example

example

Orange player movesOrange
his piece
player
2 spaces
moves
with
histhe
piece
first
2 spaces
card and
with
now
thehefirst
wants
card and now he w

Pass the ball is Pass
the only
the ball
wayistothe
transfer
only way
the to
balltransfer
between
thethe
ball between
thethe ball to histoCaptain
to pass
pass thewith
ballhis
to his
second
Captain
card.with
He discards
his second
a card
card.inHe
thediscards a card in
discard
pile
and
uses
discard
to
perform
pile
and
one
uses
action.
to
perform
He
declares
one
the
action.
target
He
space
declares
the target s
pieces of a teampieces
and isof the
a team
only and
action
is the
thatonly
requires
actiononly
thatone
requires only one
the and
power
determines
required for
thepassing
power required
the ball which
for passing
is 4 (3the
forball
halfwhich is 4 (3 for
player to roll theplayer
dice. The
to roll
player
the dice.
may enhance
The player
his/her
may enhance
dice roll his/her
by
diceand
rolldetermines
by
of the distance, andof1 the
for the
distance,
Blue piece
and 1blocking
for the Blue
the direction
piece blocking
of the the
ball),direction of the b
paying some Morale
payingtokens.
some Morale
On the tokens.
other hand,
On the
theother
opponent
hand, the opponent
so he needs to roll 4soorhe
higher
needsfortoaroll
successful
4 or higher
pass.for a successful pass.
can block the direction
can block
of the ball
direction
(and hopefully
of the ballgrab
(andthe
hopefully
ball) bygrab the ball) by
positioning his/her
positioning
pieces inhis/her
the right
pieces
spotsinofthetheright
board.
spots of the board. Before rolling dice, Before
he decides
rolling
to spend
dice, he1 decides
Morale token
to spend
to add
1 Morale
to his token
dice to add to his
roll.
Then
he
rolls
one
roll.
green
Then
die
he
along
rolls
one
with
green
2
white
die
dice
along
(his
with
Pass
2
white
stat
has
dice
2 (his Pass stat h
To perform a Pass
Toaction,
performdoaas
Pass
follows:
action, do as follows:

1

Coach markers). HisCoach
total markers).
dice roll value
His total
is 3 dice
+ 1 roll
-4=
value
0. Sois the
3 +pass
1 - 4is= 0. So the pa
successful and he places
successful
the ball
and
onhetheplaces
destination
the ballspace.
on theIfdestination
it was a failure,
space. If it was a fai
SELECT THE TARGET:
SELECTSelect
THE TARGET:
the destination
Select the
space
destination
of the spaceheofhad
theto place the ball
he had
on the
to place
spacethe
with
balltheonBlue
the space
piece who
withblocks
the Blue
thepiece
ball who blocks the
ball. The tragetball.
can The
be any
traget
empty
can space
be anyorempty
a spacespace
withor a spacedirection.
with In both cases
direction.
the Orange
In both
player
casesmay
thecontinue
Orange player
his turn
may
andcontinue
play hishis turn and pla
3rd
(and
last)
card.
3rd
(and
last)
card.
another piece ofanother
yours onpiece
the board.
of yours on the board.

1

2

DETERMINE THE
DETERMINE
POWER: Determine
THE POWER:
the Determine
total powerthe total power
required for therequired
action (half
for the
of the
action
distance)
(half ofasthe
welldistance)
as any as well as any
possible blocks. possible
(see Power
blocks.
Required
(see Power
and Blocking
Required
on and
p8).Blocking on p8).

3

USE MORALE (optional):
USE MORALE
Pay(optional):
up to 3 Morale
Pay tokens
up to 3from
Morale tokens from
your reserve to the
yourbank
reserve
(seetoUse
theMorale
bank (see
on p10).
Use Morale on p10).

4

ROLL THE DICE:ROLL
Roll THE
1 green
DICE:
dieRoll
plus1 agreen
number
die of
plus
white
a number of white
dice equal to thedice
number
equaloftoCoach
the number
markersofon
Coach
the PASS
markers
staton the PASS stat
of your Team board.
of your Team board.

5

RESULT: The result
RESULT:
is theThe
total
result
diceisvalue
the total
plus dice
any spent
value plus any spent
Morale tokens minus
Moralethetokens
required
minus
power.
the required power.
SUCCESS: If theSUCCESS:
result is Ifequal
the result
to or ishigher
equalthan
to or
0, higher
the than 0, the
action is successful:
action
place
is successful:
the ball onplace
the destination
the ball on space.
the destinationLet’s
space.
say the OrangeLet’s
player
saywasn’t
the Orange
successful
playeronwasn’t
his dicesuccessful
roll and the
on his
balldice
is roll and the b
FAIL: If the resultFAIL:
is less
If the
thanresult
0, theisaction
less than
is failed:
0, theplace
actionthe
is failed: place
the
placed on the space placed
with theonBlue
the piece.
space with
On her
theturn,
Bluethe
piece.
BlueOnplayer
her turn,
decides
the Blue player de
to pass the ball to antoempty
pass the
space
ballintofront
an empty
of onespace
of herinpiece.
front of
Sheone
discards
of her piece. She disc
ball on the first ball
space
oninthethefirst
ballspace
direction
in thewith
balladirection
blocking with a blocking
a card for that purpose
a card
using
for thatfor
purpose
one action.
usingThe power
for oneneeded
action. for
Thethe
power needed fo
piece (opponentpiece
or teammate).
(opponent Iforthere
teammate).
isn’t anyIf blocking
there isn’t any blocking
pass is 2 for half of the
passdistance
is 2 for and
half there
of theisdistance
no blockand
piece.
there is no block piece.
piece, place the piece,
ball onplace
the space
the ball
halfway
on thethe
space
ballhalfway
directionthe ball direction
(rounded up). (rounded up).

9

2
3
4
5
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Use Morale Use Morale

decides not to She
use decides
any Morale
not tokens.
to use any
AndMorale
since she
tokens.
has one
And Coach
since she has one Coach
During the game
During
youthe
maygame
gain you Morale
may gain
tokens Morale
by
tokens by
ker on her Passmarker
stats, she
on her
can Pass
roll only
stats,one
shewhite
can roll
die only
alongone
with
white
her die along with her
tactics.
performing
You willtactics.
learn about
You will
howlearn
to perform
about how
a to perform a
n die. She rolls green
the dice
die.and
Shethe
rolls
total
theisdice
1. The
andAction
the total
is failed
is 1. The
and Action
the is failed andperforming
the
goes 2 spaces (halfway)
ball goesalong
2 spaces
the(halfway)
direction and
alongstops
the there.
direction and stops there.
tactic soon, but first
tacticlet’s
soon,
seebut
howfirst
youlet’s
cansee
usehow
Morale
youtokens.
can use Morale tokens.

When you gain When
a
you
takegain
one afrom the
takebank
one on
from
thethe
Side
bank on the Side
Board and put itBoard
on your
andTeam
put itBoard.
on your Team Board.

You can use yourYou
Morale
can use
tokens
yourinMorale
2 ways:tokens in 2 ways:
• When moving •anWhen
inactive
moving
piecean(see
inactive
p7) piece (see p7)
• Before rolling dice
• Before
to boost
rolling
your
diceaction
to boost
result
your action result

In some actions Inboth
some
players
actions
rollboth
the dice
players
androll
maytheusedice
their
and may use their
Morale tokens to
Morale
boosttokens
their total
to boost
roll value
their total
and win
roll value
the and win the
E KICK GOALIE KICK
action. For doing
action.
that,Forbefore
doingrolling
that, dice,
beforeeach
rolling
player
dice, each player
to 3 Morale
takes tokens
up to 3inMorale
their hand
tokensand
in then
their hand and then
a game,
Goaliethemay
ball carriersecretly
inside takes upsecretly
g a game,During
your Goalie
mayyour
become
ballbecome
carrier the
inside
reveal simoultaneously.
reveal simoultaneously.
Place your revealed
Place tokens
your revealed
aside tokens aside
yourwhether
penaltybyarea:
whether
shot on goal or receiving
penalty area:
saving
a shotbyonsaving
goal ora receiving
then roll theand
dice.
then
After
rollresolving
the dice. the
Afteraction
resolving
put allthetheaction put all the
ball from
another
In that
MUST
all from the
another
teammate.
In teammate.
that case you
MUSTcase you and
used Morale tokens
usedback
Morale
to the
tokens
bank.back to the bank.
immediately
as your
the ball to another
diately and
as your firstandaction,
passfirst
theaction,
ball topass
another
yours. If at
that
at the
end turn,
of your current turn,
of yours. Ifpiece
that ofhappened
thehappened
end of your
current
youball
mustaspass
the ball
as possible
the first action
must pass the
the first
action
on yourpossible
next on your next
5
5
balljust
by the
Goalie,
justand
discard a card and
For passingturn.
the For
ballpassing
by the the
Goalie,
discard
a card
ballspaces
on onewith
of the spaces
in your half of the
the ball onplace
one the
of the
in yourwith
half of the
4
4
pitch.
If youthewant
the space
ball toonanother
space on the pitch
If you want
to send
balltotosend
another
the pitch
perform
complete
Pass action
m a complete
Passaaction
as explained
on as
p9.explained on p9.
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Shot on Goal
Shot on Goal

Shot on goal is Shot
the only
on goal
wayistothe
score
onlya goal.
way toBefore
scorethe
a goal.
strike,
Before the strike,
RESULT: The result
RESULT:
for each
The player
result for
is the
eachtotal
player
diceisvalue
the total dice
both players have
both
a final
players
chance
havetoaguess
final chance
the direction
to guess
of the ball.
direction of the ball.
plus any spent Morale
plus any
tokens
spentminus
Moralethetokens
required
minus
power.
the required pow
If the Goalie blocks
If the
theGoalie
direction,
blocksit the
makes
direction,
it harder
it makes
for the itstriker
harder for the striker
SUCCESS: If the result
SUCCESS:
of the
If the
attacker
resultisofequal
the attacker
or higher
is equal
than or highe
and if not, it makes
and itif harder
not, it makes
for theitGoalie
hardertofor
save
thethe
Goalie
goal.toAlso,
save the goal. Also,
the defender, thetheaction
defender,
is successful:
the action
place
is successful:
one of yourplace
Goalone of you
both players may
both
boost
players
theirmay
diceboost
roll value
theirbydice
spending
roll value
Morale
by spending Morale
tiles on the designated
tiles on the
space
designated
of the Side
space
Board
of the
and Side
resetBoard and
tokens from theirtokens
reserve.
from their reserve.
the position of the position
pieces inofthethepitch
pieces
as in
thethe
start
pitch
of the
as the start
To perform a Shot
To on
perform
Goal action,
a Shot do
on as
Goal
follows:
action, do as follows:
game, with the game,
defender
with
possess
the defender
the ball.possess the ball.
FAIL: If the resultFAIL:
of the
If the
attacker
result isofless
the than
attacker
the isdefender,
less than the defe
SELECT THE TARGET:
SELECT Each
THE player
TARGET:
secretly
Each choose
player secretly
one of choose onethe
of action is failed:
the action
place the
is failed:
ball onplace
the the
firstball
space
oninthethefirst space
the Strike tilestheandStrike
revealtilessimoultaneously.
and reveal simoultaneously.
Each tile
Each ball
tile direction ball
with direction
a blocking
withpiece
a blocking
(opponent
pieceor (oppone
represents one represents
of the 3 spaces
one ofinthe
front
3 spaces
of the in
goal.
frontTheof the goal. The
teammate). If there
teammate).
isn’t anyIfblocking
there isn’t
piece,
any place
blocking
thepiece,
ball place th
attacker places the
attacker
ball on
places
the chosen
the balltarget
on thespace
chosen
andtarget
the space and on
thethe space halfway
on thethe
space
ballhalfway
directionthe(rounded
ball direction
up). (rounded up).
defender movesdefender
his/her moves
Goalie his/her
one space
Goalie
towards
one space
the towards the
chosen target space.
chosen target space.

5

1

1

2

DETERMINE THE
DETERMINE
POWER: The
THEattacker
POWER:determines
The attacker
thedetermines the
total power required
total power
for therequired
action (half
for the
of the
action
distance)
(half ofasthe distance) as
well as any possible
well blocks.
as any possible
The defender
blocks.required
The defender
power required
is
power is
half the distancehalfbetween
the distance
the Goalie
between
and the
the Goalie
detination
and the detination
space of the ball.space
(see of
Power
the ball.
Required
(see Power
and Blocking
Required
on and
p8).Blocking on p8).

3

USE MORALE (optional):
USE MORALE
Each(optional):
player secretly
Eachtakes
playerupsecretly
to takes up to
3 Morale tokens3inMorale
their hand
tokensand
in reveal
their hand
simoultaneously.
and reveal simoultaneously.
Keep tokes beside
Keepyour
tokes
dicebeside
and return
your dice
themand
to return
the bank
them to the bank
after stage 5. (see
after
Usestage
Morale
5. (see
on p10).
Use Morale on p10).

4

ROLL THE DICE:ROLL
Each THE
player
DICE:
rollsEach
1 green
player
die rolls
plus 1a green
number
die plus a number
of white dice equal
of white
to thedice
number
equaloftoCoach
the number
markersofon
Coach
the markers on the
Shoot stat for the
Shootattacker,
stat forand
the onattacker,
the GK and
stat onforthe
theGK stat for the
defender of theirdefender
Team board.
of their
If you
Team
don’t
board.
haveIf any
you Coach
don’t have any Coach
markers on the specified
markers on
stat,
thejust
specified
roll thestat,
green
justdie.
roll the green die.

11

2

3
4

11

5

ample

example

Orange’s total is 5+1-3=3
Orange’sand
total
Blue’s
is 5+1-3=3
total is 3+1-0=4.
and Blue’sSototal
theisaction
3+1-0=4.
is a So the action is a
nge player playsOrange
a card using
player plays
to move
a cardhisusing
Ball Carrier
to move
1 space
his where
Ball Carrier 1 space where
failure
failure
savesandthetheballGoalie
(and saves
has tothe
pass
ballthe(and
ballhas
in the
to pass
first the ball in the first
nters into an adjacent
he enters
space
intonext
an adjacent
to an opponent’s
space next
player
to anand
opponent’s
must endplayer and must
end and the Goalie
possible
possible
Orange
action).
playerIfhad
thebeen
Orange
spent
player
1 more
had Morale
been spent
token1 more Morale token
movement. Thenhis
hemovement.
plays another
Then
cardheusing
plays another
againcard
to move
usinghim one
again to move him
one action). If the
his shot before rolling
to hisdice
shotitbefore
wouldrolling
be a goal!
dice it would be a goal!
e space and since
more
the space
piece and
is now
since
inactive,
the piece
he has
is now
to spend
inactive,
a hefrom
has to spend a tofrom
eserve to the bank.
his reserve
Then he
to plays
the bank.
his 3rd
Then
andhelast
plays
cardhisusing
3rd and for
last card using for
orming a shot onperforming
goal action.
a shot on goal action.

-2

4

-1

3-2

-1

3

4

Let’s say the Blue player
Let’s chose
say theanother
Blue player
Strikechose
tile and
another
movesStrike
to thetileleftand
side
moves to the left side
of the goal. In that case
of thethegoal.
power
In that
required
case the
for the
power
Orange
required
playerforwould
the Orange
be player would be
2 for half of the distance
2 for half
withofno
theblocking.
distanceOn
with
thenoother
blocking.
hand,On
thethe
Blue
other hand, the Blue
player would suffersplayer
from 1would
powersuffers
required
fromfor1 saving
power the
required
shot (half
for saving
of thethe shot (half of the
distance between the
distance
Goalie between
and the destination
the Goalie and
target).
the destination target).

h players secretly
Both choose
players one
secretly
of their
choose
Strike
onetiles
of their
and reveal
Strike tiles and reveal
oultaneously. Both
simoultaneously.
chose the rightBoth
spacechose
in front
theofright
the space
goal. Blue
in front
places
of the goal. Blue places
ball on that space
theand
ballblue
on that
moves
space
her and
Goalie
blue1 space
movestoward
her Goalie
that1space
space toward that space
ch in this situation
which
results
in this
in entering
situationthat
results
space.
in entering that space.

This time, with the This
sametime,
dice with
roll, the Orange
same dice
would
roll,have
the Orange
win thewould
actionhave win the action
and it would be a gooooooooaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!
and it would be a gooooooooaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!
power required The
for the
power
attacker
required
is 3 (2
forfor
thehalf
attacker
of theisdistance,
3 (2 for half
andof1 for
the distance, and 1 for
Goalie blocking the Goalie
direction
blocking
of the ball),
the direction
so he needs
of thetoball),
roll 3soorhe
higher
needs to roll 3 or higher
-2
-2
also bit the defender’s
and alsototal
bit the
rolldefender’s
for a successful
total strike.
roll for a successful strike.
both players secretly
Now both
takeplayers
some secretly
Morale tokens
take some
in their
Morale
hands
tokens
and in their hands and
al simoultaneously,
revealwhich
simoultaneously,
is 1 for eitherwhich
player.is 1 for either player.

d now it’s time for
Andthenow
diceit’srolltime
(plus
forathe
littledice
drum
roll roll!).
(plus Orange
a little drum
has 2 roll!). Orange has 2
h markers in Shoot
Coachstat
markers
(2 white
in Shoot
dice),stat
and(2blue
white
hasdice),
1 in GK
andstat
blue(1 has 1 in GK stat (1
e die).
white die).

4

3

-1

3

4

-1
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Dribble an Opponent
A successfull dribble is a way to displace the position with an
opponent without being inactive. Dribble can only be done by the
ball carrier piece of the attacker located in the adjacent space of
an opponnent piece. Dribble an opponent is done as follows:

Tackle an Opponent
A successfull tackle is a way to get the possession of the ball.
Tackle can only be done by the piece of the defender located in
the adjacent space of an opponnent ‘s ball carrier piece. Tackle an
opponent is done as follows:

1

USE MORALE (optional): Each player secretly takes up to
3 Morale tokens in their hand and reveal simoultaneously.
Keep tokes beside your dice and return them to the bank
after stage 3. (see Use Morale on p10).

1

USE MORALE (optional): Each player secretly takes up to
3 Morale tokens in their hand and reveal simoultaneously.
Keep tokes beside your dice and return them to the bank
after stage 3. (see Use Morale on p10).

2

ROLL THE DICE: Each player rolls 1 green die plus a number
of white dice equal to the number of Coach markers on the
Dribble stat for the attacker, and on the Tackle stat for the
defender of their Team board. If you don’t have any Coach
markers on the specified stat, just roll the green die.

2

ROLL THE DICE: Each player rolls 1 green die plus a number
of white dice equal to the number of Coach markers on the
Dribble stat for the attacker, and on the Tackle stat for the
defender of their Team board. If you don’t have any Coach
markers on the specified stat, just roll the green die.

3

RESULT: The result for each player is the total dice value
plus any spent Morale tokens.
SUCCESS: If the result of the attacker is equal or higher than
the defender, the action is successful: displace the location
of the two pieces together.
FAIL: If the result of the attacker is less than the defender,
the action is failed: the pieces stand still and nothing
happens.

3

RESULT: The result for each player is the total dice value
plus any spent Morale tokens.
SUCCESS: If the result of the defender is higher than the
attacker, the action is successful: displace the location of
the two pieces together and place the ball on the .
FAIL: If the result of the defender is less than the attacker,
the action is failed: the pieces and the ball stand still and
nothing happens.

Reminder

Note

Being inactive is only considered on movements and it is
irrelevant in doing actions! Pieces may perform any actions,
whether active or inactive.

A piece can NOT tackle again after a failed tackled in the
same turn! Still you may tackle with another piece of yours
that is adjacent to the opponent’s ball carrier.

13

example
Orange player is going to dribble the blue piece with his inactive ball carrier.
Orange uses 1 and Blue prefers not to use any. They roll their dice (orange
has no Coach marker in dribble and blue has 1 in tackle). The result is 4
(Orange player) to 3 (Blue player). So the dribble is successful and they
displace spaces with eachother.

4

3

GOALIE DRIBBLE & TACKLE
A Goalie can NOT dribble or tackle inside the penalty area.
However, outside the penalty area, a Goalie considers as other
pieces and can dribble or tackle.
Other pieces can NOT tackle the Goalie inside the penalty area
(yet they can outside the penalty area). Pieces can dribble the
Goalie everywhere, if only dribbling does not lead to entering the
small rectangle (see Movement p7)

Now the Blue player is going to tackle the orange piece. The result is 4 (Blue
player) to 3 (Orange player). So the tackle is successful and they displace
spaces with eachother and the Blue piece gets the ball.

3

4
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Performing
Performing
a Card a Card

note

note

There is always an
There
attacker
is always
and aandefender
attackeratand
anytime
a defender
during
at anytime dur
thecard
game. If the the
ballgame.
is in anIfempty
the ballspace,
is in an
theempty
last player
space,who
the last player w
When playing a When
card you
playing
may perform
a card you
themay
instruction
performon
thethe
instruction
card on the
was the attackerwas
considered
the attacker
the current
considered
attacker.
the current attacker.
instead of usinginstead
or of.using
Bellow you
or can. Bellow
learn how
youtocan
perform
learn how to perform
each cards instruction.
each cards instruction.
Each tactic represents
Each tactic
a series
represents
of action/movements
a series of action/movements
that if
t
performed successfully
performed
willsuccessfully
reward the will
player
reward
with the
bonuses.
playerThe
with bonuse
reward is indicated
reward
in the
is indicated
left side inof the
eachlefttactic
sideand
of each
includes
tactic and inc
extra movements,
extra extra
movements,
actions, extra
Moraleactions,
tokens,Morale
or anytokens, or
combination of these.
combination of these.

Tactic Cards
Tactic Cards

TACTIC REWARDS
TACTIC REWARDS

Gain one Morale token

Gain
Make
oneone
Morale
movement
token

Make
Perform
one movement
one action

Perform one action

When performing
When
a tactic,
performing
the player
a tactic,
MUSTtheperforms
player MUST
it exactly
performs it e
and completelyand
as depicted
completely
on the
as depicted
card andonmay
theNOT
cardskip
andany
may NOT ski
part of it. Player
partthen
of it.
mayPlayer
receive
thenthemay
rewards
receivein the
anyrewards
order in any
he/she wants and
he/she
also may
wants
skip
andthealso
whole
mayorskip
parttheofwhole
the rewards.
or part of the rew
If the player If
fails
thetoplayer
perform
failsthe
to whole
perform
or the
partwhole
of theor part o
tactic, then he/she
tactic,will
then
nothe/she
receivewill
anynot
reward.
receive any reward.

note
note
There are 5 BasicThere
tacticarecards
5 Basic
withtactic
a grey
cards
background
with a grey
(identical
background (identical
The player will NOT
The get
player
rewarded
will NOTwhen
get rewarded
discardingwhen
a carddiscarding
for
a card
for both players),forand
both
3 Team
players),
tactic
and
cards
3 Team
withtactic
a bluecards
background
with a blue background
its or . its or .
(unique for each(unique
player) for
in aeach
player’s
player)
draw
in deck.
a player’s draw deck.

Each Tactic cardEach
has two
Tacticparts:
cardoffensive
has two parts:
tactic offensive
(upper part)
tactic
and(upper part)
All theand
tactics represents
All the tactics
by some
represents
symbols.
byBelow
some symbols.
are the general
Below are the ge
defensive tacticdefensive
(lower part).
tactic
When
(lower
played,
part).players
When played,
can perform
players cansymbols
performof thesesymbols
tactics: of these tactics:
one part of that
onecard
partaccording
of that card
to the
according
status ofto their
the status
team of their team
Empty space
Empty space
(offensive for the
(offensive
attackerforand
thedefensive
attacker and
for the
defensive
defender).
for the defender).
Piece with the ball Piece with the ball
Players are NOTPlayers
allowedaretoNOT
use allowed
the othertopart
use of
thethe
other
cardpart
(forof the card (for
Piece witout the ballPiece witout the ball
Ball direction
Ball direction
example, the attacking
example,player
the attacking
can not use
player
the defensive
can not usepart).
the defensive part).
Opponent’s piece Opponent’s piece

15
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Movement directionMovement direction

example example
NSIVE TACTICS
OFFENSIVE
(upper TACTICS
part) are(upper
performed
part)by
arethe
performed
attackingby the attacking
Orange
a card using
playeritsplays
offensive
a cardpart
usingwhich
its offensive
is a Forward
part Pass
which is a Forward Pass
r, in the form
player,
of Pass
in the
theform
ball of
action
Pass(as
thementioned
ball actionon
(asp9).
mentioned on
p9).player playsOrange
tactic. He has to sendtactic.
the ball
He in
hasforward
to senddirection
the ball intoforward
the spacedirection
with another
to the space with another
actic has aEach
starttactic
pointhas a, an
start
endpoint
point , an
, and
enda point
direction, and a direction
orange piece, at leastorange
one row
piece,
ahead.
at least
He chooses
one rowthe
ahead.
target
Hespace
chooses
andthe
now
target space and now
ball. Below
of the
are ball.
the symbols
Below are
of the basic
symbols
tactics
of the
explained
basic tactics explained
he has to roll at leasthe2has
for to
theroll
pass
at to
least
be 2successful
for the pass
(halftothe
be successful
distance). (half
He the distance). He
doesn’t spend any Morale
doesn’ttokens
spend and
any rolls
Morale
thetokens
dice. His
andtotal
rollsdice
the roll
dice.is His
3 total dice roll is 3
AD means (AHEAD
towardsmeans
the opposing
towardsgoal’s
the opposing
side andgoal’s
BEHIND
side and BEHIND
and
the
pass
and
the
and
tactic
the
is
pass
successful
and
the
so
tactic
he
gets
is
successful
the
reward...
so
he
gets
the
reward...
s towards means
the owntowards
goal’s side):
the own goal’s side):

te

FORWARD PASS: Pass
FORWARD
the ball to
PASS:
a piece
Passwho
the ball
is at to
least
a piece
one row
who is at least one row
ahead of the currentahead
ball carrier.
of the current ball carrier.

BACKWARD PASS: Pass
BACKWARD
the ball toPASS:
a piece
Passwho
theisball
at least
to a piece
one row
who is at least one row
behind of the currentbehind
ball carrier.
of the current ball carrier.
CROSS PASS: Pass the
CROSS
ball PASS:
to a piece
Passwho
the ball
is attothea piece
same who
row as
is at the same row as
the current ball carrier.
the current ball carrier.
THROUGH PASS: PassTHROUGH
the ball PASS:
to 1 orPass
2 spaces
the ball
ahead
to 1oforanother
2 spaces ahead of another
piece. The direction
piece.
of the
The ball
direction
(forward
of the
or backward)
ball (forward
is or backward) is
... which is 2 movements
... which
andis1 2Morale
movements
token.and
He gets
1 Morale
the Morale
token.token
He gets
from
the Morale token from
irrelevant.
irrelevant.
the bank, then moves
the his
bank,
current
then ball
moves
carrier
his current
2 spacesball
as carrier
his first2 bonus
spaces as his first bonus
movement
and
lie
it
movement
down
in
the
and
end.
lie
it
Then
down
he
in
pays
the
1
end.
Morale
Then
token
he
pays
and1 Morale token and
IN-BETWEEN PASS: IN-BETWEEN
Pass the ball PASS:
between
Pass2 the
opposing
ball between
pieces to2 opposing pieces to
moves
his
inactive
piece
moves
1
space
his
inactive
as
his
second
piece
1
bonus
space
as
movement.
his
second
bonus
movement.
another piece. The direction
another piece.
of the ball
The direction
and the distance
of the ball
between
and the distance between
opponents are irrelevant.
opponents
Botharetheirrelevant.
start andBoth
the destination
the start and the destination
space should NOT touch
spacethe
should
line drawn
NOT touch
between
the line
2 opponents.
drawn between 2 opponents.

note

he attacker loses
If thetheattacker
possession
losesofthe
thepossession
ball on his/her
of theturn
ball on his/her turn
e a failed Pass
(likeaction
a failed
in which
Pass action
the opponent
in whichblocks
the opponent
the
blocks the
ection and gets
direction
the ball),
andhas
gets
to the
playball),
the rest
hasoftothe
playturn
theasrest of the turn as
efensive player
a defensive
and can NOT
player
useand
thecan
offensive
NOT use
part
theofoffensive
the
part of the
ds. The samecards.
rule applies
The same
for rule
the defender
applies forwho
thegets
defender
the who gets the
l with a Tackleballaction
withon
a Tackle
his/heraction
turn. on his/her turn.
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Team Tactic cards
Team
are Tactic
the combination
cards are the
of combination
the Basic tactics.
of the
They
Basic tactics.
DEFENSIVE
They TACTICS
DEFENSIVE
(down TACTICS
part) are(down
performed
part) by
arethe
performed
defenderby the def
always start at the
always start
and have
at theto be and
performed
have tocompletely
be performed
to completely
player, to
in the form
player,
of Movement
in the form
(asofmentioned
Movementon(asp7).
mentioned
Below areon p7). Belo
consider successful.
consider
For understanding
successful. For each
understanding
tactic, refereach
to the
tactic, refer
thetosymbols
the of these
the symbols
tactics explained:
of these tactics explained:
symbols explanation
symbols
on p16
explanation
for everyon
part
p16offor
theevery
tactic.part of the tactic.

example

example

FORWARD MOVE: Move
FORWARD
one of MOVE:
your piece
Move
forward.
one of your piece forward.

Orange player plays Orange
a card using
playeritsplays
offensive
a cardpart
using
which
its offensive
is a combination
part which
of is a combination of
BACKWARD
one of MOVE:
your piece
Move
backward.
one of your piece backward.
two tactics: Backward
twoPass,
tactics:
andBackward
then a Through
Pass, and
Pass.then
First,
a Through
he has toPass.
sendFirst, he has to send BACKWARD MOVE: Move
the ball in backwardthe
direction
ball in to
backward
anotherdirection
piece, while
to another
the current
piece,
ballwhile
carrier
the current ball carrier
has to be in adjacent
hasspace
to betoinanadjacent
opponent.
space
Hetoperforms
an opponent.
the firstHepart
performs
by the first part by
FREE
of MOVE:
your piece
Move
in one
any of
direction.
your piece in any direction.
rolling dice without rolling
spending
diceany
without
Moralespending
tokens. He
anyrolls
Morale
3 (required
tokens. power
He rolls 3 (required power FREE MOVE: Move one
is 2) and places the ball
is 2)on
andtheplaces
destination
the ballspace.
on the destination space.

FORWARD MOVE & MARKING:
FORWARD Move
MOVEone
& MARKING:
of your piece
Moveforward
one of and
yourend
piece forward a
your movement in an
your
adjacent
movement
spaceintoananadjacent
opponent’s
space
piece.
to an opponent’s piece.

BACKWARD MOVE &BACKWARD
MARKING: MOVE
Move one
& MARKING:
of your piece
Movebackward
one of your
andpiece backw
end your movementend
in an
your
adjacent
movement
spaceintoananadjacent
opponent’s
space
piece.
to an opponent’s piec

example

example

Blue player plays a card
Blue using
playeritsplays
defensive
a card part
usingwhich
its defensive
is a combination
part which
of is a combinatio
Movements. She hasMovements.
to move 2 pieces
She hasforward,
to movewhere
2 pieces
oneforward,
of them where
has to one of them ha
his movement inend
anhis
adjacent
movement
spaceintoananadjacent
opponent’s
spacepiece.
to anShe
opponent’s
moves piece. She m
Now he has to sendNow
the ball
he has
to 1toorsend
2 spaces
the ball
ahead
to 1oforthat
2 spaces
piece.ahead
This time
of that piece. Thisend
time
one
of
her
pieces
1
space
one
of
in
her
forward
pieces
direction
1
space
in
(to
forward
the
opponent’s
direction
goal)
(to
the
onopponent’s
an
goal) o
he pays 1 to the bank
he pays
before
1 rolling,
to the bank
because
before
therolling,
requiredbecause
power the
hererequired
is
power here is
adjacent
space
to
an
adjacent
opponent.
space
Then
to
an
she
opponent.
moves
another
Then
she
one
moves
2
spaces
another
in
one
2
spac
3(2 for the distanse 3(2
andfor
1 for
thethe
distanse
block).and
His 1total
for the
diceblock).
roll value
His istotal
4 and
dicetheroll value is 4 and the
forward
thendirection.
she lie both
And pieces
then she
down
lie both
to their
pieces
inactive
down to their ina
action is successfull action
and heisgets
successfull
the rewards:
and he2 gets, 1the rewards:
, and 1 2. He ,takes
1 , and 1 . Heforward
takes direction. And
position
and
gets
the
position
reward
and
which
gets
is
the
a
Morale
reward
token.
which
is
a
Morale
token.
1 and uses one of1the and uses
to move
one his
of the
Captaintotomove
the space
his Captain
with thetoball
the space with the ball
and then perform a and
Shotthen
on Goal
perform
actiona Shot
with on
hisGoal
rewarded
action with
. his rewarded .
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SKILL Cards
SKILL Cards

Coach Cards
Coach Cards

ThereCaptain
are 3 unique
cards indraw
eachdeck.
player’s draw
are 3 unique
cards inCaptain
each player’s
Theredeck.
is 1 unique
There
Coach
is 1card
unique
in each
Coach
player’s
card indraw
eachdeck.
player’s
These
draw deck. These
Theseonly
cards
only bebyperformed
by the cards
Captain
e cards can
be can
performed
the Captain
are mainlycards
instructions
are mainly
thatinstructions
will break the
thatbasic
will rules
breakofthe
thebasic rules of the
with a ). For
performing
skill card, the condition
ated with (indicated
a ). For performing
a skill
card, the acondition
game. When performing
game. When
a coach
performing
card, the
a coach
playercard,
performs
the player
it performs it
on (written
top of thein card
in light
met atand completely
d on top ofstated
the card
light(written
green) must
be green)
met at must be
exactly
exactly and
as indicated.
completelyThere
as indicated.
is a cost There
for some
is a cost for some
theOnly
cardthen,
is played.
Only then,
thethe
player canCoach
paly the
oment thethe
cardmoment
is played.
the player
can paly
cards thatCoach
has tocards
be paid
thatbefore
has toperforming
be paid before
the instruction.
performing the instruction.
cardtheandaction.
perform
the are
action.
Below are
phrases on these
and perform
Below
the phrases
on the
these
explained:cards explained:

Move
E: Move theMOVE:
Captain
piecethe Captain piece

PASS: Pass the ball
: Pass the ball

KE: Shot onSTRIKE:
goal Shot on goal
Ignore
any blocking opponent
Ignore anySKIP:
blocking
opponent

Move piece
the opponent’s
1 space in any direction.
H: Move thePUSH:
opponent’s
1 space in piece
any direction.

BYPASS:
Displace
the position
your
with the adjacent
ASS: Displace
the position
of your
Captain of
with
theCaptain
adjacent
opponent’s piece.
nent’s piece.
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Fatigue Cards
Fatigue Cards

3. Dra3w. Draw

At the end of your
At the
turn,end
youofmust
your draw
turn, you
backmust
up todraw
4 cards
backfrom
up to 4 cards
your draw deck.your
If your
drawdraw
deck.deck
If your
emptied,
draw deck
shuffleemptied,
all yourshuffle al
discard pile to make
discard
a new
pile draw
to make
deck,
a new
and draw
continue
deck,toand
drawcontinue
and to dra
also move the Time
also Track
moveToken
the Time
oneTrack
spaceToken
forward.
oneSo
space
the forward.
game So the
end trigger can end
be varied
triggerbased
can beonvaried
how many
basedcards
on how
are many
playedcards are p
each round. each round.

RemeRmebmeerm...ber...

After playing Team
Aftertactic
playing
cardsTeam
withtactic
a cards
icon, with
the player
a icon,
has tothe player has to
least
must
1 card
playonatyour
leastturn.
1 card on your turn.
draw a Fatigue draw
card toa Fatigue
his/her hands.
card toFatigue
his/her cards
hands.can
Fatigue
only be
cards can- You
onlymust
be play -atYou
used for just oneused
movement
for just one. After
movement
playing they
. After
areplaying
discarded
they are discarded
- Each card can be
- Each
played,
cardorcan
discarded
be played,
for or
a discarded
or a .for a or a .
in the discard pile
in and
the discard
may return
pile to
andthemay
player’s
returnhand
to theagain
player’s
laterhand again later
during the match.
during the match.
- Active pieces may
- Active
movepieces
up tomay
2 spaces.
moveInactive
up to 2 spaces.
piece may
Inactive
only piece ma
move 1 space permove
1 1. space per 1 .
Between the two
Between
halves of
thethe
twomatch,
halveseach
of the
player
match,
mayeach
remove
player may remove
up to 2 fatigue cards
up tofrom
2 fatigue
theircards
deck (see
fromHalf-Time
their deckp5).
(see Half-Time p5).
- Being inactive,-only
Beingaffects
inactive,
the only
movement
affectsofthethemovement
piece. Inactive
of the piece. In
pieces may perform
pieces
anymay
actions.
perform any actions.

note

note

- Whena both players
- When
rollboth
for anplayers
action,rolltheforhigher
an action,
wins.the
In case
higher
of wins. In c
The player will The
NOT player
take a will
Fatigue
NOT card
take when
a Fatigue
discarding
card when
a discarding
a tie, the attacking
a tie,player
the attacking
wins (theplayer
playerwins
who(the
possess
player
thewho
ball).possess the
card for its orcard. for its or .

note

note

- Goalie may send
- Goalie
the ball
maytosend
any the spaces
ball to on
anyyour half
spaces
of the
on your half
pitch without rolling
pitch dice
without
(yourolling
only need
dice to
(you
discard
only aneed
card).
to discard a card).

The player will NOT
The take
player
a Fatigue
will NOTafter
takefailing
a Fatigue
in performing
after failing in performing
- Except Goalie, -noExcept
otherGoalie,
piece (teammate
no other piece
or opponent)
(teammateallowed
or opponent) al
a tactic.
a tactic.
to enter one of the
to enter
3 spaces
oneinoffront
the 3ofspaces
the goal.
in front of the goal.
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Tips &Tips &
StratSetgrieatsegies

VariaVtaiorniastions

You learned
to play
learned
the how
standard
to play
game.
the standard
Now you game.
can have
Now
a you can have a
AGE YOURMANAGE
CARDS; Discarding
YOUR CARDS;
a cardDiscarding
for or a card
allows
foryouor allows
you howYou
deeper
experience
deeper
withexperience
the these with
variation.
the these
You may
variation.
add each
You may add each
form only to
oneperform
action only
(a move
one or
action
an action),
(a movewhereas
or an action),
if you whereas
if you
one more
of these variations
one of these
alonevariations
or in a combination
alone or inwith
a combination
others. with others.
m the instruction
performon
thethe
instruction
card, youon
may
theperform
card, you
many
maymore
perform many
ns, and alsoactions,
get rewarded.
and alsoOn
getthe
rewarded.
other hand,
On the
performing
other hand, performing
TEAM
CAPTAIN
AND/OR
ABILITY;
CAPTAIN
You can
ABILITY;
experience
You can
a more
experience a more
actics maythe
havetactics
a riskmay
of not
havesucceeding.
a risk of not
So succeeding.
it’s better toSo it’s TEAM
better AND/OR
to
strategic game strategic
by flipinggame
Teambyand/or
flipingCaptain
Team and/or
boards Captain
to their boards to their
ge your cards
manage
and try
your
to match
cards and
tactics
try to
with
match
the arrangement
tactics with the arrangement
advanced side. They
advanced
all have
side.anThey
ability
all that
haveruns
an ability
throughout
that runs
the throughout the
ur pieces onofthe
yourboard
pieces
to on
make
thethe
board
most
to of
make
yourthe
turn.
most of your turn.
whole match. Inwhole
addition,
match.
each
In Captain
addition,has
each
some
Captain
benefits
has in
some benefits in
actions, depicted
special actions,
with filled
depicted
stars with
that will
filledadd
stars
to that
his dice
will add to his dice
D UP FIRST;
BUILD
Scoring
UP goals
FIRST;inScoring
this game,
goalslikein athis
realgame,
football
like a realspecial
football
rollteam’s
when performing
roll when
thatperforming
action. that action.
h, is not easy.
match,
At first,
is nottryeasy.
to build
At first,
up and
try to
raise
build
your
upteam’s
and raise your
e by performing
morale by
tactics.
performing
This waytactics.
you can
Thisincrease
way youthecan increase the
LONGERin GAME;LONGER
You canGAME;
experience
You acan
longer
experience
match awhich
longerlasts
match which lasts
e of success
chance
in your
of success
actions inbyyour
spending
actionsthose
by spending
morale inthose morale
nearly 90a minutes.
nearly
For90
doing
minutes.
so simply
For doing
flip thesoSide
simply
board
fliptothetheSide board to the
l situations,
critical
suchsituations,
as a perfectsuch
through
as a perfect
pass, performing
through pass,
a performing
longer side. longer side.
hot or simply
chipanshot
extra
or simply
movement!
an extra movement!

You canGAME;
experience
You can
a harder
experience
matchawith
harder
thismatch with this
USH FOR NO
THERUSH
BALL;FOR
Defending
THE BALL;
in this
Defending
game is innotthis
only
game isHARDER
not only GAME;HARDER
rule:
new
cards
rule:canFatigue
NOT becards
usedcan
forNOT
one be
movement
used for one .movement .
ng. Sometimes
tackling.
you Sometimes
just have toyou
pulljust
yourhave
teamtoback
pull to
your
beteam
in backnew
to be
in Fatigue
You may
You may
oneonly
Fatigue
discard
cardone
as one
Fatigue
of your
card3 as
cards
onelimit
of your 3 cards limit
ght position
the and
righttryposition
to snatch
and the
try ball
to snatch
by cutting
the ball
the by cutting
theonly discard
your turn without
on your
anyturn
benefit.
without any benefit.
nent's ballopponent's
direction without
ball direction
having without
to tacklehaving
(and discard
to tackle (andondiscard
precious cards).
your precious
But whencards).
the opponent's
But when the
morale
opponent's
is high, itmorale is high, it
You canTRAP;
play with
You can
offside
playtrap
withrule
offside
whichtrap rule which
ter to pressis and
better
tackle
to press
theirand
balltackle
carriertheir
and ball
pushcarrier
them and
to pushOFFSIDE
them to TRAP;OFFSIDE
prevents
to pass
the players
the balltotopass
a teammate
the ball toin aoffside
teammate in offside
their precious
spendmorale
their precious
reserved,morale
so thatreserved,
if they get
so close
that iftothey getprevents
close to the players
zone. Offside trap
zone.
in this
Offside
game
trap
is not
in this
going
game
to break
is not the
going
flow
to ofbreak the flow of
goal, they will
yournot
goal,
have
they
many
will to
notspend.
have many to spend.
the game, but simply
the game,
players
butare
simply
NOT players
allowedare
to NOT
pass allowed
the ball to pass the ball to
the piece whichthe
is inpiece
offside
which
situation.
is in offside
For learning
situation.
more
Forabout
learning more about
the Offside rules,the
please
Offside
refer
rules,
to the
please
FIFArefer
website.
to the FIFA website.
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Solo Variant
In solo variant, you play against an artificial opponent called
AutoTeam. You can play with any other variation(s) along with 3
optional difficulty level depicted on each Autoteam’s Team
board. As the player, you follow the same rules as you would in a
game against another human and you have to perform the
Aototeam’s actions in the game.

note

Read the standard game rules completely first.

Setup
Setup the game normally for yourself as mentioned on p5. For
the AutoTeam do as follows:

1
2

Place the 6 pieces as normal setup.

3

Shuffle all the 12 Solo Autoteam cards and put them near
the AutoTeam board.

4
21

Choose one of the Solo AutoTeam Board based on your
desired difficulty level and put it near the game board.

By rolling dice, determine the start player who has to place
one of their pieces and the ball in the center of the board.

How to play
All the standard game rules apply in Solo variant for you. On
AutoTeam’s turn do as follows::

1

RESTORE; Activate all of AutoTeam’s inactive pieces (if
any) by standing them up.

2

PLAY; Play exactly 2 cards from AutoTeam’s deck as
explained on Play for AutoTeam on p23.

important note
If AutoTeam or your draw deck emptied, simply shuffle all of the discard pile
to make a new draw deck, and then continue to draw and also move the
Time Track Token one space forward!

Half Time
The first half, ends at the end of a round when the Time Track
Token reaches the space 45’. Do the complete preparation for the
2nd half for yourself, and phase 3 and 4 for the AutoTeam.

Full Time
The game ends at the end of a round when the Time Track Token
reaches the space 90’ and the winner or draw is determined by
the goals scored.

Play for AutoTeam

Offensive Tactic: If AutoTeam possess the ball, check the
following phases in order. If performing a phase was possible,
perform it and ignore the rest phases:

3 1. Shot on Goal: If the distance between the ball carrier
and the strike destination space (depicted on the top right
corner of the card) is equal to or less than the number
printed on it, then the AutoTeam will perform a shot on goal
action (see Performing actions for AutoTeam). Othewise, skip
this phase.
2. Perform the Tactic: If the tactic depicted on the card is
possible, perform it (see Performing actions for AutoTeam).
Othewise, skip this phase.
All AutoTeam’s cards are Tactic cards with two separated
Offensive and Defensive part, which one of them will be used in
each situation. On AutoTeam’s turn you must play 2 cards for her.
First draw the top cards of Autoteam’s deck and place it on her
discard pile and perform it the way explained later. Then draw
the 2nd card and perform it the same way.

note
If you take the possession of the ball on AutoTeam’s first card
played (by blocking the direction of the ball), play her
second card as a defensive player. The same rule applies if
the AutoTeam gets the ball with a Tackle action with her first
card played, which means her second card has to be played
as an Offensive player. If she scored a goal with her first card,
do not play a second card for her.

note
AutoTeam never moves an INACTIVE piece.

3. Pass the Ball: If the ball carrier is NOT the most ahead
player of AotoTeam, pass the ball to the most ahead player
(see Performing actions for AutoTeam). Othewise, skip this
phase.
4. Dribble an Opponent: If the ball carrier is in adjacent
space of one of your piece, dribble that piece (see
Performing actions for AutoTeam). Othewise, skip this phase.
5. Movement: Move the ball carrier up to 2 spaces in the
direction of the destination space depicted on the top right
corner of the card nad then lie him down to inactive status.
Only if she manages to perform the tactic (2) successfully, she get
rewarded. For each bonus movement, the ball carrier is in
priority, and then the closest piece to the ball. The direction of the
movement is always towards the destination space depicted on
the top right corner of the card.
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Defensive Tactic:
Defensive
If AutoTeam
Tactic: does
If AutoTeam
not possess
doesthenotball,
possess Performing
the ball,
Performing
Actions forActions
AutoTeam
for AutoTeam
perform the defensive
perform part
the defensive
of the card.
partForofevery
the card.
movement
For every movement
Anytimeperforms
the AutoTeam
an action
performs
(whether
an action
in her(whether
turn
in he
depicted on thedepicted
defensiveonpart,
the move
defensive
the closest
part, move
ACTIVE
thepiece
closest
to ACTIVEAnytime
piece tothe AutoTeam
yours)
or yours) do as follows:
the ball towardsthe
theball
space
towards
wherethe
thespace
ball is:
where
2 spaces
the ball
foris:the
2 spacesorfor
thedo as follows:
first movement,
firstand
movement,
1 space forand
all 1the
space
other
formovements
all the other movements
SELECT THE TARGET
SELECT(Shot
THE on
TARGET
Goal only):
(Shot Choose
on Goalone
only):
of Choose o
on this turn. AutoTeam
on this turn.
always
AutoTeam
tries to put
always
her pieces
tries tobetween
put her pieces between
If you’re
Strikethetiles.
attacker,
If you’re
place
thethe
attacker,
ball onplace
the the ball o
your piece and her
yourgoal,
pieceif and
possible.
her goal,
Afterifmoving
possible.each
Afterpiece
moving
lie each pieceyour
lie Strike tiles.your
chosen target space
chosen
andtarget
if you’re
space
theand
defender,
if you’removes
the defender,
your move
him down to inactive
him down
status.
to inactive status.
Goalie one spaceGoalie
towards
onethe
space
chosen
towards
target
thespace.
chosen target space.
AutoTeam receives
AutoTeam
the reward
receives
afterthe
performing
reward after
the performing
tactic. If anythe tactic. If any
USE MORALE (Shot
USE MORALE
on Goal, Dribble
(Shot onand
Goal,
Tackle
Dribble
only):and
PayTackle only
extra action is inextra
the rewards,
action is in
shethe
uses
rewards,
it for one
sheTackle
uses itonforyour
one Tackle on your
up to 3 Morale tokens
up to 3and
Morale
keeptokens
them beside
and keep
your
them
dicebeside
and your dic
ball carrier, if possible.
ball carrier,
Always
if possible.
the last
Always
piecethe
moved
last piece
will moved will
return them to the
return
bankthem
aftertostage
the bank
5. after stage 5.
perform the tackle
perform
action.
the tackle
If the tackle
action.
action
If the
is not
tackle
possible,
action is not possible,
ignore the extraignore
action the
reward.
extra action reward.
USE MORALE for
USEAutoTeam
MORALE for
(Shot
AutoTeam
on Goal, Dribble
(Shot onand
Goal, Dribbl
note
note
Tackle only): Reveal
Tackle
a new
only):
card
Reveal
fromaAutoTeam’s
new card from
draw
AutoTeam’s
deck
draw
andtokens
spend from
Moralehertokens
reservefrom
based
her on
reserve
the based o
Anytime the AutoTeam’s
Anytime the
Goalie
AutoTeam’s
becomesGoalie
the ball
becomes
carrier the ball carrierand spend Morale
numbers
on the depicted
top left corner
on theoftop
theleft
card
corner
and the
of the card an
inside her penalty
inside
area,her
pass
penalty
the ball
area,
to the
passfurthest
the ballspace
to theonfurthest space onnumbers depicted
number
she of
already
tokenshas.
sheAutoTeam
already has.never
AutoTeam n
her side of the board
her side
with
of the board
and awith
piece on it,
andwithout
a piece on it, withoutnumber of tokens
spends
tokens
any Morale
for Passtokens
the Ball
foraction.
Pass the Ball actio
rolling the dice and
rolling
justthe
by dice
discarding
and justthebynext
discarding
card youthehave
next card you havespends any Morale
to play for her. Iftothere
play for
is noher.
pieces
If there
on that
is nospaces,
pieces on
passthat
thespaces, pass the
THE TARGET
SELECTfor
THEAutoTam
TARGET (Shot
for AutoTam
on Goal only):
(Shot on Goal
ball to the closest
ball to
piece
thetoclosest
the Goalie
piece by
to performing
the Goalie by
a performing SELECT
a
AutoTeam’s
space is the
targer
space
space
depicted
is the space
on thedepicted
top
on th
complete Pass complete
the Ball action
Pass the
explained
Ball action
on Performing
explained on PerformingAutoTeam’s targer
right corner of the
right
cardcorner
you revealed
of the card
during
you revealed
previous during
phase. previous p
actions for AutoTeam.
actions for AutoTeam.
If She is the attacker,
If She isplace
the the
attacker,
ball onplace
the the
chosen
ball target
on the chosen
space and if shespace
is theanddefender,
if she ismoves
the defender,
her Goalie
moves
oneher Goali
note
note
space towards the
space
chosen
towards
targetthespace.
chosen
Thetarget
number
space.
printed
The number p
on the card
in this
is irrelevant
phase. in this phase.
When choosing When
a piecechoosing
for AutoTeam,
a piecealways
for AutoTeam,
pick the always
piece pick the pieceon the card is irrelevant

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

theisball.
closer
If more
to the
than
ball.
oneIfpiece
morehave
thanthe
one piece have the
which is closer to
which
THE
DETERMINE
POWER (Pass
THEthe
POWER
Ball and
(Pass
Shot
theonBall
Goal
and Shot on
same distance tosame
the ball,
distance
picktoonetheplaced
ball, pick
on aone placed
space. Ifon a space. DETERMINE
If
the total
Determine
powerthe
required
total power
for therequired
action for the a
still the same, you
stillchoose
the same,
the piece
you choose
(and try
thetopiece
be fair!).
(and try to be fair!). only): Determineonly):
and any possibleand
blocks.
any possible
(see Power
blocks.
Required
(see Power
and Blocking
Required and Blo
on p8).
on p8).
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5

DICE:forRoll
the diceand
for yourself
AutoTeam and yourself
ROLL THE DICE:ROLL
Roll THE
the dice
AutoTeam
The result is 4 andThe
theresult
actionisis4 successfull
and the action
(required
is successfull
power is (required
2), and power is 2), and
(Rollonly
for AutoTeam
Pass the
Balltoaction). Refer
to gets the AutoTeam
(Roll for AutoTeam
in Pass theonly
Ballinaction).
Refer
AutoTeam
rewards: 1getsand
the2rewards:
. She 1moves
andthe2 those
. Shepieces
moves
2 the those pieces 2
spacesspace
towards
depicted
the target
on the
space
card.depicted on the card.
AutoTeam’s
boardhow
to determine
how
dice totowards the target
AutoTeam’s board
to determine
many white
dicemany
to white spaces
roll forget
for her.toDoadd
notthe
forget
add theonStars
roll for her. Do not
Starstoprinted
that printed on that
boarddice
withrollherontotal
dice rollaction.
on any specific action.
board with her total
any specific

6

RESULT:
action and
is determined and
RESULT: The result
for The
each result
actionforis each
determined
executed
same way
s a standard game.
executed the same
way s the
a standard
game.

ample
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example

nsive Tactic: After
Offensive
revealing
Tactic:
AutoTeam’s
After revealing
first card,
AutoTeam’s
the blue first
player
card, the blue player
Now the blue playerNow
reveals
thethe
blue2nd
player
cardreveals
for AutoTeam
the 2ndand
cardchecks
for AutoTeam
the Shotand checks the Shot
ks the Shot onchecks
Goal possiblity,
the Shot on
which
Goalis possiblity,
negative since
whichthe
is negative
distanse since the distanse
on Goal possibility, on
which
Goalispossibility,
positive since
which
theisdistance
positive between
since thethe
distance
ball between the ball
een the ball carrier
between
and the
thetarget
ball carrier
spaceand
is more
the target
than 3space
spaces.
is more
He then
than 3 spaces. Hecarrier
then and the targetcarrier
spaceand
is 4the
spaces.
targetSospace
AutoTeam
is 4 spaces.
will use
Sothe
AutoTeam
card forwill
a use the card for a
ks the possibiltychecks
of perfoming
the possibilty
the tactic
of perfoming
which is athe
forward
tacticpass
which
andis isa forward pass and
is
Shot on Goal action.Shot
First,ontheGoal
blueaction.
playerFirst,
selects
thehow
bluemany
playerMorale
selects(2how many
)
Morale (2 )
ble. So he has topossible.
performSothe
hetactic
has toforperform
the AutoTeam.
the tactic for the AutoTeam.
he is going to spend,
he and
is going
selects
to spend,
the target
andspace
selects(right)
the target
and moves
space his
(right) and moves his
Goalie one space towads
Goalie one
that space
space.towads
Then hethat
reveals
space.another
Then hecard
reveals
for another card for
AutoTeam to determine
AutoTeam
how many
to determine
Morale (1how, many
since she
Morale
has 2(1in reserve)
, since she has 2 in reserve)
she is going to spend,sheand
is going
what istoher
spend,
target
andspace
whatforis the
her strike
target(middle).
space for So
the strike (middle). So
the required powerthe
for required
AutoTeampower
is 2. for
He AutoTeam
rolls the dice
is 2.forHeboth
rollsand
thehedice for both and he
result is 5 for AutoTeam
resultand
is 54for
forAutoTeam
him, and that
andis4 aforgoal!
him, and that is a goal!

e are 1 Coach marker
There are
and11Coach
printed
marker
onand
AutoTeam’s
1 printed
Passon
stat,
AutoTeam’s
which Pass stat, which
ns that AutoTeam
means
rolls that
one white
AutoTeam
die and
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example
Defensive Tactic: AutoTeam’s revealed card shows 2 free movement.
First, the blue player moves the closest piece to the ball 2 spaces and lie it
down. For the next movement, simce the distance between two pieces and
the ball is equal, he refers to the space with
on them and moves the
piece on one of them 1 space towards the space with the ball.

Remember
solo rules

- AutoTeam never moves her INACTIVE pieces.
- If AutoTeam is attacker, she moves her pieces towards the
target space depicted on top right corner of the card.
- If AutoTeam is defender, she moves her pieces towards the
space with the ball. 2 space for the first move and 1 space for
other moves on each turn.

AutoTeam gets the reward which is a and a . She uses the extra action
for Tackle on your ball carrier piece. First, the blue player selects how many
Morale (0 ) he is going to spend. Then he reveals another card for
AutoTeam to determine how many Morale (1 , since she has only one
token in reserve) she is going to spend. Blue rolls dice for both players
(refering to AutoTeam’s board for number of dice and any extra bonus). The
result is 3 for the blue player and 4 for the AutoTeam. So the ball possession
and the location of two pieces is swapped. Now it is time for AutoTeam’s
second card, which now is played as an attacker.

4
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- For choosing the piece for AutoTeam (whether for moving or
performing action), always pick the closest one to the ball, then
the piece that is on the space with on it.
- AutoTam never spends Morale tokens for Pass the Ball action.

A note from
the designer
Hello dear teammate,
As you read this, the game has not yet benn published and the
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